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Eat Your World’s Oaxaca Food & Travel Guide is the seventh in a series of eBook destination
guides from Eat Your World that spotlights a region’s best traditional dishes and drinks, and
tells you where to find them. For this edition, readers are directed to 40 quintessential foodie
experiences in Oaxaca, Mexico.You may know about the moles and the mezcal, but what of
the tlayudas and tostadas de salchicha? How about the most Oaxacan of empanadas and
tamales, the classic market breakfasts and street paletas? It’s easy to unwittingly miss
Oaxaca’s best food—the real local stuff—simply because you’re not sure how to navigate the
sprawling markets, which vendors are vouched for, what exactly to order and where. That’s
where this guide from Eat Your World comes in, pointing you to 40 proudly regional and
undeniably delicious dishes and drinks from our favorite market fondas, street stalls, cafes, and
restaurants in the gorgeous city of Oaxaca. Don’t leave home without it!Within this
comprehensive food and travel guide, you’ll find the following:--What to Eat: 40 Oaxacan foods
and drinks, with well-researched descriptions, cultural context, and vivid photographs--Where
to Eat: specific restaurant/vendor recommendations for each dish, including Google map links
to locations--How to Burn It Off (tips for activities, such as biking to nearby Monte Albán)--
Where to Stay (accommodation suggestions)--a restaurant guide for all featured dishes and
drinks--Bonus content! Recipes from Oaxacan chef and cooking instructor Pilar CabreraAbout
Eat Your World:Eat Your World (eatyourworld.com) is an original online guide to regional foods
and drinks, currently covering more than 125 destinations around the globe. Launched in
December 2011, the site identifies and contextualizes a destination’s traditional, indigenous,
and locavore foods and tells readers exactly where to find them, as well as How to Burn It Off
(activity tips) and Where to Stay (hotel suggestions). Broader food and travel stories can be
found on the EYW Blog, including recipes and trip narratives. Eat Your World also fosters a
community of like-minded eaters and travelers by inviting readers to upload their own local-
food photos and stories to the site.



Eat Your WorldOaxaca Food & Travel GuideFirst EditionBy Laura Siciliano-Rosen & Scott
RosenCopyright © 2014 Eat Your WorldAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form or byany electronic or mechanical means, including information storage
and retrieval systems, without permission inwriting from the publisher.EAT YOUR WORLD is an
online guide to the best regional foods and drinks in destinations around the globe. Visit us
atOAXACA: IntroductionWHAT TO DRINK: Nonalcoholic BeveragesWHAT TO DRINK:
Alcoholic BeveragesWHAT TO EAT: Breakfast/DesayunoWHAT TO EAT: Meat/CarneWHAT TO
EAT: VegetarianWHAT TO EAT: Sweets/DulcesHOW TO BURN IT OFFWHERE TO
STAYAPPENDIX A: Restaurant GuideAPPENDIX B: Q&A & Recipes From Chef Pilar
CabreraEAT YOUR WORLD: More informationSee our other destination guides on
Kindle:OAXACA: IntroductionOf the many reasons to visit Oaxaca, capital of the rugged
southern Mexico state of the same name, here’s just a few: its gorgeously quaint yet
cosmopolitan heart (many streets of which have recently undergone a face-lift); a cutting-edge
arts scene comprising small galleries, first-class museums, and a shopper’s paradise of local
handicrafts; a roster of rich and accessible cultural events and festivals; a dramatic backdrop of
mountains offering adventure and important ancient Zapotec sites; a simpático and passionate
local population. And then of course there’s the food: a proudly regional and undeniably
delicious cuisine that starts with the famous seven moles, utterly decadent things, before
moving on to chocolate and mezcal, massive street tlayudas and incredible tamales, and some
of the best food markets in the country. Just 6.5 hours by bus from D.F.—and with its own
international airport as well—Oaxaca is a must in Mexico.How to use this guide: You’ll notice
this guide is broken down by dishes, not restaurants. Within each entry you’ll find a description
of each dish (“What”), the name and location of the specific restaurant from which the featured
photographed dish hails (“Where”), the hours of that restaurant (“When”), what we recommend
you try at that restaurant (“Order”), and alternative restaurants offering the same dish
(“Alternatively”). Links to Google maps are provided for every restaurant, café, and market
mentioned. We hope this makes it easy for you to track down our favorite Oaxacan dishes and
drinks!To make your planning a bit easier, flip to the Restaurant Guide section to see our picks
organized by restaurant name.WHAT TO DRINK: Nonalcoholic BeveragesAGUAS
FRESCASWhat: Aguas frescas are all-natural drinks made with a combination of fruits (or
vegetables, nuts, even flowers) blended with water and sugar and served cold. You can find
them all over Mexico, though particular flavors tend to be favorites in certain areas (see entry).
Nutritious, delicious, refreshing—you’d do well to seek these out daily.Where: Many
restaurants, cafes, and market puestos, or stalls, offer agua frescas. The franchise (or any
other variation of “La Michoacana,” which you’ll find all over Mexico and in many Mexican
communities in the U.S.) sells aguas frescas in addition to its signature paletas. Often you’ll
see them lined up in big colorful jugs along a counter in a cafe or market. Our photo is from
Oaxaca’s wonderful restaurant (Belisario Domínguez 513, Colonia Reforma, ), where we
sipped on an agua de jamaica (made with dried, Vitamin C-rich hibiscus flowers) and limón
con hierbabuena, a minty, earthy concoction that woke up our taste buds.Good to know: The
difference between an agua fresca and a licuado is the inclusion of milk in the latter (along with
fruit, sugar, and sometimes honey and/or nuts), making it a creamier, more smoothie-like
drink.CHAMPURRADOWhat: This atole (an Aztecan corn drink) variety combines chocolate
and masa. It can be thick or thin, more chocolate-y or corn-y depending on who’s making it. It’s
generally not as sweet as you might assume it would be. But then again, you probably never



assumed chocolate and corn would go so well together, either. They do!Where: Look for this
wherever atole is sold. In Oaxaca, we had our champurrado (6p) from the torta de tamal
morning street cart (corner 5 de Mayo and Morelos, ); we also saw it offered at various market
fondas, including those inside Mercado 20 de Noviembre ().CHILACAYOTEWhat: A cold,
slightly sweet, refreshing drink made of stringy squash (figleaf gourd, itself called chilacayote
locally, which is common in Oaxacan cuisine) and pineapple pulp, usually sweetened with
honey and cinnamon. It is served with a spoon to best scoop out the delicious squash.Where:
We found a friendly chilacayote vendor in the middle of Mercado Benito Juárez (Miguel
Cabrera at Las Casas, ).When: Mon-Sat, 10am-8pm; Sun, 10am-6pmAlternatively: Also in
Benito Juárez, a puesto called Casilda (no. 30-31), selling all kinds of fruit drinks, has
chilacayote. In general, look for this wherever tejate (see entry this section) is sold; it’s
commonly offered alongside that drink.CHOCOLATE CON LECHEWhat: Hot chocolate heaven
in a soup-size bowl. Made with milk and served blistering-hot, it’s richer and thicker than
chocolate con agua, but not overly so. This is perhaps the best way to experience Oaxaca’s
famous chocolate tradition (see also: tejate entry).Where: We had ours at Fonda Florecita in
Mercado de la Merced (Insurgentes betw. Murguía and Morelos, ), but you can find this
beverage at nearly all the fondas in any market (for example, Comedor Candita, puesto
108-109, in Mercado 20 de Noviembre, ).When: Daily, 7:30am-5:30pm. This makes a great
breakfast accompaniment, with pan de yema (see under Breakfasts) or anything else.Order:
Chocolate con leche (15p); con agua is also available.Alternatively: is one of the big chocolate
distributors in Oaxaca and has a few stores from which you can buy chocolate bars and drinks
(and bars with which to make chocolate drinks at home; we bought one mixed with nuez, or
nut, for 60p)—you can also buy mole at most branches. Likewise, lots of market puestos sell
chocolate, including Tonita (no. 80) in Mercado Benito Juárez (Miguel Cabrera at Las
Casas, ).COFFEE, CAFÉ DE OLLAWhat: Oaxaca keeps company with Chiapas and Veracruz
as a top coffee-producing state in Mexico. But don’t expect to get good coffee everywhere you
go: Mexico exports much of its best product, and in many cafes and markets, you’ll be served
regular old Nescafé. In Oaxaca, you can rest assured you’ll get a high-quality cup (or bag) if
you seek out coffee, from a cooperative of growers in the mountainous Oaxacan village of
Pluma Hidalgo. With La Pluma, you know you’re getting organic, fair-trade, hand-selected, sun-
dried coffee beans from slow-growing arabica trees—which translates to auténtico Mexican
coffee: rich, smooth, wake-up-your-senses satisfying.Where: La Pluma is the coffee of choice
at the trendy Café La Antigua (951-516-5761; Reforma 401, ), which is owned by a coffee
grower and roasts beans in-house.
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Peter, “Essential guide for those wanting authentic Oaxacan food. I bought this guide last
week. My wife and I are big foodies and traveled to Oaxaca and Mexico City based on those
cities' reputation for amazing local cuisine. We used this guide for breakfast, lunch and dinner
for the three days we had in Oaxaca. It gave us the knowledge and confidence to walk into the
local markets and know exactly what to order - like the amazing Tlayuda at the "Dona Martha"
market, mmmmmm. We also did the bike ride to Monte Alban that was recommended in the
"How to burn if off" section of this guide - amazing recommendation! At this price, It is really a
no-brainer for the traveler who wants to eat like a local in Mexico.”

Stephanie J., “Very useful food guide to Oaxaca. The descriptions of local food, complete with
photographs, are great. Restaurant recommendations were very useful. And the final interview
with the owner and chef at La Olla was wonderful. We visited La Olla, and I plan to try her
recipes when I get home.”

The book by Lynn Austin has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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